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(a) E >10 TeV (b) E >100 TeV

FIG. S2. Significance maps around the Crab nebula observed by the Tibet AS+MD array for (a) E > 10 TeV and for (b)
E > 100 TeV, respectively. The cross mark indicates the Crab pulsar position.

MUON DISTRIBUTION MEASURED BY THE MD ARRAY

In this paper, the total number of particles detected in the MDs (i.e. ⌃Nµ) is used as the parameter to discriminate
cosmic-ray induced air showers from photon induced air showers. As shown in Fig. 2 in the paper, the muon cut
threshold depends on the ⌃⇢, where ⌃⇢ is roughly proportional to energy, and ⌃⇢ = 1000 roughly corresponds to
100 TeV.

For E > 100 TeV, the averaged ⌃Nµ for the cosmic-ray background events is more than 100, while the muon cut
value is set to be approximately ⌃Nµ = 10 ⇠ 30 depending on ⌃⇢. As a result, we successfully suppress 99.92% of
cosmic-ray background events with E > 100 TeV, and observe 24 photon-like events after the muon cut.

Figure S3 shows the relative muon number (Rµ) distribution above 100 TeV for the Crab nebula events. Rµ is
defined as the ratio of the observed ⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. Three
events among 24 photon-like evens have ⌃Nµ = 0 which corresponds to the leftmost bin corresponds Rµ = 0 in
Fig. S3. We find a clear bump of muon-less events in Rµ < 1 region, and the relative muon distribution after the
muon cut (Rµ < 1) is consistent with that estimated by the photon MC simulation. This is unequivocal evidence for
the muon-less air showers induced by the primary photons from an astrophysical source.
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FIG. S3. Relative muon number (Rµ) of the Crab nebula events with E > 100 TeV. Rµ is defined as the ratio of the observed
⌃Nµ to the ⌃Nµ value on the muon cut line in Fig. 2 at the observed ⌃⇢. The leftmost bin indicates the number of events with
Rµ = 0. The black points show the number of observed events from the Crab nebula. The solid red histograms and dashed
blue histograms show the photon MC simulation and the observed cosmic-ray background events, respectively. The central
vertical dashed line indicates the muon cut position at Rµ = 1.

Nshower particle vs. N𝜇

100TeV 𝛾 fever in 2019

4Tibet AS 𝛾 Collaboration, PRL 123, 051101 (2019)

Tibet AS𝛾 in Tibet, China
HAWC in Sierra Negra

HAWC Collaboration, ApJ 881:134 (2019)

We have looked for correlations between the sources of
systematic uncertainty and have not found any. Therefore, the
effect of each source of systematic uncertainty can be added in
quadrature to the others. The systematic uncertainties on each
of the fit parameters in the log-parabola likelihood fit can be
seen in Table 5.

The major sources of systematic uncertainty are described
below. Figure 13 shows the shift due to systematics in
E2dN/dE as a function of energy for each estimator.

4.5.1. Angular Resolution Discrepancy

A discrepancy in the 68% containment between data and
simulation can be seen in Figure 8. While the cause of this is
not immediately clear, it is thought to be at least partially
caused by the shower curvature model used during reconstruc-
tion not yet having an energy dependence.

The 68% containment in the Monte Carlo is underestimated
by approximately 5%. The effect of this has been investigated
by scaling the PSF up by this amount and refitting the Crab
Nebula. The maximum effect on the flux is ∼5%, occurring at
the lowest energies (see Figure 13). At the highest energies this
effect is almost completely negligible.

4.5.2. Late Light Simulation

This was the largest source of uncertainty (∼40% in flux) in
Abeysekara et al. (2017a) and arose from a mismodeling of the
late light in the air shower. This is thought to stem from a
discrepancy between the time width of the laser pulse used for
calibration and the time structure of the actual shower. From
simulation, it is expected that the width of the arrival time
distribution of single photoelectrons (PEs) at the PMT should
be 10 ns, but examining the raw PE distributions in data
shows a discrepancy above 50 PEs. Improved studies of the
PMTs have decreased the size of this uncertainty in this work,
although it is still one of the dominant sources of uncertainty.
Systematic uncertainties have been derived by varying the size
of this effect and observing the impact on the flux.

4.5.3. Charge Uncertainty

The charge uncertainty encapsulates how much a PMT
measurement will vary for a fixed amount of light, as well as
the relative differences in photon detection efficiency from
PMT to PMT. The amount of uncertainty has been varied and
the effect on the flux studied. This is not a dominant source of
systematic uncertainty.

4.5.4. Absolute PMT Efficiency/Time Dependence

The absolute PMT efficiency cannot be precisely determined
using the calibration system (see Abeysekara et al. 2017a for a
discussion). Instead, an event selection based on charge and
timing cuts is implemented to identify incident vertical muons.
Vertical muons provide a monoenergetic source of light and
can be used to measure the relative efficiency of each PMT by
matching the muon peak position to the expected one from the
MC simulations. These efficiencies were determined for
different epochs in time and used to measure the range of
uncertainties. This is one of the dominant sources of
uncertainty, along with the late light simulation.

Figure 12. Significance map above 56 TeV in reconstructed energy for the GP (left) and NN (right). The maximum significance is 11.2σ for the GP and 11.6σ for the
NN. Both significance maps have been smoothed for presentation purposes.

Table 5
Systematic Uncertainties on Fit Parameters

Estimator Parameter Sys. Low Sys. High

GP f0 −2.11×10−14 2.00×10−14

α −0.03 0.01
β −0.03 0.01

NN f0 −1.69×10−14 3.23×10−14

α −0.02 0.03
β −0.02 0.02

Note. The systematic uncertainties on the fit parameters, for each estimator.
The units for f0 are TeV cm−2 s−1.
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UMSA CR Observatory
5200 m a.s.l.

ALPACA site
4740 m a.s.l.

La Paz
5

4,740	m	above	sea	level	
(16゜23’	S,	68゜08’	W)

ALPACA
(Andes Large area PArticle detector 

for Cosmic ray physics and Astronomy)
Mt. Chacaltaya, Bolivia



ALPACA exposure (hours/year)
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• Observation time (hour/year) with zenith angle 𝜃<45∘
• >2000 hours/year observations for major objects including Galactic center

● TeVCat objects
● Major TeV objects

$ 𝐜𝐨𝐬𝜽𝒅𝒕
𝜽+𝟒𝟓°
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Array layout of ALPACA
• 400 x 1m2 plastic scintillators

• (7mx8m unit) x 12 x 8 (TBD) 
underground water Cherenkov 
muon  detectors (5400m2)

• 2.2m underground 
(1GeV muon threshold)

AS

MD 2.2m

Angular resolution : 0.2∘@ 100TeV
Energy resolution : 20% @ 100TeV
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ALPACA sensitivity to the H.E.S.S. sources

ALPACA 1 year

ALPACA 10 year

A&A 612, A1 (2018) 

Binary
SNR

Composite
PWN
UNID • Solid lines : observed results by H.E.S.S.

• Dashed lines : extrapolation from the 
H.E.S.S. results

• Many 10TeV objects with hard spectra
à Possible PeVatrons

• Variety of categories, not only SNRs

• Even no-detection determines the maximum 
energy

ALPACA FoV



current status
- ALPAQUITA –

(little ALPACA, ALPACA-chan)
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• Prototype array of ALPACA
• 20% area of full ALPACA with 97 surface detectors
• 1 underground muon detector (700-1000m2) to be 

constructed in 2020 (position TBD)
• Purpose

• Detection of bright gamma-ray sources 
• Cosmic-ray anisotropy in the Southern hemisphere, 

space weather study

300m

Detector material arrived 
at Bolivia early 2019



d𝑁/d𝐸 = 𝑁4𝐸56exp −𝐸/𝐸;<= (TeV5@cm5Cs5@)
𝑁4 = 2.1×105@@(TeV5@cm5Cs5@), 𝐸KLM = 14.0TeV, Γ = 1.32

(H.E.S.S A&A 548, A38, 2012)

Sensitivity to Vela X ( (𝛼, 𝛿) = (08ℎ35𝑚00𝑠, −45°36′00′′) )

PSR B0833-45

Differential flux from inner region + ring :

Inner region
Ring
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Vela X
Crab

2.4 0.25.0	Crab
1																										10																	50			100				(TeV)

Crab	unit

Differential flux



Effective area for Vela X trajectory
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Inner area (12,600mC)

𝜃 < 40°

40 < 𝜃 < 60°



Optimization of MD location (study on going)

Σ𝑁g Σ𝑁g
𝑆/

𝑆
+
𝐵

�

Σ𝑁𝜇: Total number of detected muons in one shower event

Σ𝜌	: Total number of particles 			[In	39.8 ≤ Σ𝜌 < 63.1	 ~	12	TeV ]

Gamma
CR

Case 1 : Using lower-left MD

12

Case 2 : Using center MD

Gamma
CR

case1

case2

• case1 : optimized for full ALPACA array
• case2 : optimized for ALPAQUITA only



Bin-by-bin yearly detection significances (Vela X)

Case 1 : Using 
lower-left MD

Case 2 : Using 
center MD

~	8	TeV
(25.1 ≤ Σ𝜌 <

39.8)

2.52 ± 0.05 3.30 ± 0.08

~	12	TeV	
(39.8 ≤ Σ𝜌 <

63.1)

3.03 ± 0.08 3.98 ± 0.14

~	18	TeV
(63.1 ≤ Σ𝜌 <

100)

3.83 ± 0.18 4.73 ± 0.28

~	30	TeV
(100 ≤ Σ𝜌 <

158)

2.81 ± 0.06 3.80 ± 0.09

13
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ALPAQUITA in October 2019
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ALPAQUITA in October 2019
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• All 97 basements placed
• Assembly of 20 detectors completed

• Cable channels finalized soon
• Assembly of all detectors, cabling, first data taking as soon as possible in 2020 
• First muon detector in design, to be constructed in 2020



Summary

• ALPACA is a new air shower array project to explore 100TeV 
sky in the Southern hemisphere

• Many H.E.S.S. sources can be studied at >10TeV
• Systematic search of 100TeV emission and cutoff below 100TeV

• Prototype array ALPAQUITA under construction
• surface array construction to be completed and operation starts 

early 2020
• first muon detector construction in 2020

16



Backup
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ALPACA

2.2km

Existing	line	to	
Chacartaya observatory	

DELAPAZ	station

Power and water

18専⽤電線

給⽔システム

• アレイ周りの柵の設置
• エレキ・作業⽤ハットの建設
• GPS測量による設置位置の最終確認
• 電⼒線の移動（これまでのチャカル

タヤ観測所までのラインを移動）
• 取⽔⽤ポンプ、排⽔設備の設置



ALPACA exposure (hours/year)

Declination (degree)
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Figure 5: Effective exposure time (hours/year) of the celestial objects as a function of the
declination. Zenith angle limit, θ <45◦ and the reduction of geometrical are by cos(θ) are
taken into account.

Table 3: default

Object name Declination Exposure (hours/year)
(degree) θ <45◦ θ <60◦

Crab 22.0 1171 2299
W51 14.2 1634 2565
W28 -23.3 2331 3125

Galactic Center -29.0 2322 3162
RX J1713.7-3946 -39.8 2176 3154

Vela -45.6 2016 3099
RX J0852.0-4622 -46.4 1989 3090

RCW86 -62.4 0 2759
LMC -67.6 0 2438

11
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• Galactic Center, RX J1713 : >2,000 hours/year (𝜃<45∘)
• >1,000 hours/year for Crab
• 𝜃<60∘ allows 3000 hours/year

• Effects on threshold energy, resolution must be studied



ミューオン検出器
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• 2020年度に建設予定
• ⼟盛り＋コンクリート天井 2.5m (E𝜇 >1GeV)
• 7.5m×7.5mのユニットを16基
• 1ユニットあたりPMT 1本
• 内壁をタイベックシートで覆い集光
• 25 p.e./1 MIP (Tibet実績)
• Full ALPACAを考えた建設位置の検討 => 加藤



H.E.S.S. TeV Galactic Plane Survey

• Many gamma-ray sources along the Galactic plane 
• Any source beyond 1014eV?

21

H.E.S.S. gamma-ray 
map <1013eV



Air shower simulation
Corsika7.6400 is used in a MC simulation

Simulation 
condition

γ-ray Background CR

Total # of events 5.0×10v	
(27	yr	for	Vela	X)

①	300GeV < 𝐸 < 10PeV ∶ 1.1×10�	
(0.6	yr	for	Vela	X)

② 10TeV < 𝐸 < 10PeV ∶ 1.0×10�
(18	yr	for	Vela	X)

Energy range 300GeV < 𝐸 < 10PeV 300GeV < 𝐸 < 10PeV

Spectrum ∝ 	𝐸5C.4 See the figure below
Injected range (from 

the center of the array)
300m radius 300m radius

(M.Shibata et al. ApJ, 716: 1076-1083, 2010)
Cosmic-ray spectrum
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